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Proposed 13-Week Semester Now Under Investigation
Committee F;onned to Analyze Pros and C o n s .
.By S~ven Appenzeller

A committee of faculty members and administration officials
is considering a proposal that
would shorten the academic semester at Baruch from 14 to 13
weeks. The 13-week semester is
presently in use at four
CUNY schools-Hostos Community, Kingsborough Community, Manhattan Community, and
Hunter Colleges. The impetus for
the change came from the CUNY
Council of Faculty Senate
Presidents, which recommended
that the Baruch Faculty Senate
study the matter.
The Committee studying the
matter is headed by Professor
Tracy Bragen of the Compensatory Education Department. It
is composed of 11 faculty
members and seven ad-

ministrators. According to
Bragen, the comrnittee has proponents for both sides of the
issue.

Committee members are contacting their colleagues at the institutions operating under the new
schedule, and will present their
findings at a committee meeting at
the end of this month. A vote will
be taken to decide the matter on
January 6th. The committee is
responsible for deciding whether
to proceed with the plan, but not
for the actual implementation.
< 'Student input is important in
deciding this issue," Dr. Henry
Wilson, Dean of Students, said at
a meeting of student representatives, where faculty and administration representatives were also
present. Sal Cheda, President of
the Day Session Student Government, will conduct a survey of
the _students and present the results to thecommittee for consideration. Said 'Cheda,_ a large
student response' is necessary for
our, opinion to be .counted, "
If the committee elects to
change the schedule, it will probably be implemented in the Fall
<4

of 198~. Bragen pointed out that,
to compensate for the shorter semester, class length and!or class
meeting frequency may be increased. Classes presently meeting twice a week may meet three
or four times a week.:
Dr. Ronald Aaron, Associate
Dean of Students, is concerned
that, "presently some students
have all their classes scheduled
for two days. As an educator. I
don't think that is ideal."
At Hunter College where the
program has already been in effect for a year, the students are
happy with the new schedule, although there was some initial
confusion.
A shorter semester has benefits as well as drawbacks for the
student. By eliminating a week in
tile fall-semester, final exams will
be given in December, prior to
Christmas, ThiswiJI-give the students an uninterrupted winter
break. Howeve~, soine professors
fear that this will be injurious to

GAPS Program a 'Moderate Success'
ty , and the Wharton School of
the University of Pennsylvania
were among theschools which
expressed an interest in participating in future GAPs programs.

If the program were to become
a regular event. said Dean Wilson. it would be held annually.
"It takes quite a bit of time and
.effort to organize a program like
this." he said. "We started on it
in. January." Dr. Carl Kirschner.
Ass ista nt to the.De an , worked
o
5 with Dean Wilson on the GAPs
~
Program.
;l:l
Dean Wilson (ldt) speaks with Clark

By Susan CuccineUo

Graduate and Professional
School Recruitment Days (GAPS)
were held on- Wednesday and
Thursday. October 13 and 14. According to Dr. Henry Wilson.
Dean of Students, the GAPS program was .. moderately successful. .•
Schools that participated in the
program included Harvard Law
School, Princeton University. the
University of Texas at Austin,
Teacher's College (Columbia University). Northern Illinois University, CUNY Law School and New
York University's Schools of
Business and Social Work.

Uni~ersity representative.

A total of 12 schools were rep-

resented on Wednesday, and 14
on Thursday. According to Dean
Wilson, approximately 150 students attended.
"Since (GAPS) was a new program. I didn't know what to expect. said Dean Wilson. .. I
thought 20 schools would be a
good number to have at one time.
and I aimed for that amount.".
While the actual number of
schools in attendance fell short of
this goal, Dean Wilson noted that
other schools had expressed interest in the program. but were
not able to send representatives
at this time. The University of
Chicago, Northwestern Universito

While Dean Wilson felt the
student turnout was good. he had
expected more students to attend. "I planned on attracting
two or three hundred students,"
said the dean. Approximately 150
attended.
Dean Wilson felt the event was
well publicized, and could not explain why more students did not
attend. Personal invitations were
sent to several students and past
graduates, fliers were sent to all
c1u bs and organizations. and announcements appeared in the
student media. Letters were also
sent _to department chairpersons
and to academic advisors and
counselors. so that they. too.
could make faculty and students
aware of the event.

::a:

Professor Tracy Bragen will chair committee which will decide whetber to implement a 13-week semester.

the student by not allowing
further noted that some deenough time to study for exams.
partments would have to modify
In the spring sernester , the term
their curriculum to accommodate
will end in early May, giving stuthe shorter semester. In addition.
dents more time .tosearch for a
the' registrar' will' have. to modify.
summer job.
registration - procedures. Due to
- tbe"COJopJexity ''Of--d!e'-issoe ,--a:mt~.._._ ... - --~,~ . I tis -not a-simple matter-to
. its 1000g term effect on the school.
change the schedule, P' Bragen
utmost care is be ing taken in
said, noting that it involves every
department in the college. Bragen
reaching a decision.
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We, The Paper
A newspaper is an object as tangible as the human body, but the soul of a newspaper is
. 'communication.
A newspaper is a letter to the world, a messenger in ink, a communal dialogue in picas and
points.
A newspaper isn't newsprint covered with printer's ink.
A newspaper is what's going on, who's making it happen, and where, why and how-

A newspaper is the people who write it and the people who read it.
A newspaper is a candid camera producing through a series of stop-action photographs a
montage of the life of its community-s-some shots blurred by motion, some out of frame or
focus, some genuine icons which earn a niche in the memory and influence thought.
This newspaper is a statement of who we are. This newspaper represents us. This
newspaper is us.
We deserve a true accounting of our shared experience, an honest and relevant refleetion
of our actions and attitudes.
We must recognize the power of our press-and its purpose-and the part we play in making this paper worthy of us. '
News doesn't make itself, and newspapers don't write themselves. We make the news; we
are the news. We write the newspaper.
The Ticker is whatever we want it to be and whatever we dare make it.
Let's make The Ticker a dynamite rag.

.13 Could Be an Unlucky Number

l

Some people shrug their shoulders at change, some get angry and others just don't notice.
Most protest usually comes after the fact, when the change has been implemented and there
is little anyone can do but protest.
For, this reason, one must be aware of what is coming before it arrives, and must act when
the opportunity presents itself.
An opportunity has just presented itself.
A committee comprised of faculty and administrators will soon convene to discuss the
adaptation of a 13-week semester (see story, page 1). They will discuss the pros and cons of
such a change, although no actual decision will be made until January 6.
In the past, when student opinion was solicited it seemed as though the gesture was just
that: a gesture. The administration had reached a decision, or was very close to doing so,
and had, f'or appearance's sake, asked student' leaders for an opinion. Professor Tracy
Bragen, chairperson of the committee voting on the I3-week semester, has stated clearly
that, this time, no decision has been reached and that student opinion is most welcome.
Let's take her up on it.
'
A 13-week semester, at first, sounds wonderful. Finishing finals before the holidays, having a month off between fall and spring semesters, and getting out in early May are all pleasant thoughts, but there is more to such a plan than this.
Such a schedule would also mean fewer holidays throughout the semester, and few long
weekends. Classes may be scheduled for longer periods (can your attention span take it?),
and meet more frequently. More material would be covered in a shorter time, meaning intensified homework. Instead of having final exams scheduled over a 2- or 3-week period,
and having plenty of time to study, the final exam schedule would be tighter, and students
would have less time to prepare. The pre-holiday season may be filled more with mayhem
than merriment.
This is not to say that such a schedule would not work, but the decision will not be an easy
one. Undoubtedly, .opinions will vary, and not everyone will be satisfied with the ultimate
choice.
That the committee wants student input should be all the encouragement needed to make
your opinion known. The most effective way of doing this is to write a letter, directed to Professor Bragen or to Sal Cheda, president of Day Session Student Government, who will be at
the next committee meeting to present information gathered on student opinions, or' call
their respective offices and make an appointment to discuss the 13-week semester with them.
'Any actions taken should be taken soon. Voicing complaints next term, or even next
month, will be too late.

----'

Marketing Professor
Responds to Charges
Dear Editor,

Through
your
student
newspaper I learn there is a
Baruch College committee investigating charges that I am antiSemitic. One has to marvel at this
role reversal, for the victim here is
the Gentile, not the Jews.
I was hired by CUNY to teach
at Baruch in 1963, on the
Graduate Faculty.
I taught
graduate courses for some 17
years and the preponderance of
students, faculty and administration was Jewish. No problem. I
received tenure, all promotions up
to full Professor, and certainly no
complaints of anti-Semitism.
Since the present Marketing
Department Chairman has taken
office, I have been removed from
teaching two doctoral courses and
two MBA courses, removed from
advising doctoral candidates and
MBA candidates on their theses,
given a heavier teaching load than
any other Professor, given some
classroom assignments in remote
locations, and assigned no
Graduate Assistants.
Now, when I happen to take a
day of sick leave-and I have
never taken more than two in any
month-the Chairman writes an
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indignant letter of complaint with
copies to the Dean, and the Provost, and the Personnel Officer.
He does not do that for other
" faculty. Why?
Who is the victim, and who is
the prejudiced oppressor? Am I
anti-Semitic ("hostile to or
discriminates against Jews", according to Webster)? Or is the
Department Chairman hostile and
discriminating against people who
are not Jewish?'
I have repeatedly protested my
teaching schedule to the present
dean and his predecessor. Both
admitted that I am being treated
unfairly. But both have said they
can do nothing about it. Even
when urged by the dean to modify
my .schedule in the interests of
Baruch, the Chairman of the
Marketing Department has refused.
I hope you will search out the
facts and report them vigourously. Just do not confuse the victim
for the culprit, It is a heavy
charge. My reputation and career
are at stake. So are the interests
of the students.
Sincerely,
Ronald Gatty
Professor of Marketing
....

Graduate Marketing Student
Defends Professor Gatty
Dear Editor:
As a graduate student who
knows both Professor Berenson
and Professor Gatty and as a Jew,
I feel that the front page Ticker
story of 12 October is both sensaThe
tionalist and misleading.
headline presents Berenson's
charge against Gatty but does not
face up to the charge that Professor Gatty makes against the
Marketing department and Dr.
Berenson.
Professor Berenson has had
several students work with him
whom he has subsequently dropped or who fell into disfavor. In
fact, many of the students are
afraid of him for that reason,

especially non-Israelis. On the
other hand, I know that Professor
Gatty has. worked with several
graduate students both Jews and
non-Jews.
Therefore I find Professor
Berenson's charges against Professor Gattyunbelievable.
You have also reported that
Professor Gatty missed the first
two days of classes. What about
the other side of the story? I have
heard that Professor Berenson occasionally misses classes as well.
Since I am a student in the
marketing program, I ask that you
NOT print my name since I cannot afford to be the target of a
vendetta.

Is different from different from different
than, or is different than different than
diferent from, or is...
Dear Ms. Blackwell,

S8San CIICdBellcl
Editor-in-Chief

I

You write well, so it is a shame
to see your work marred by errors
such as the phrase I have marked
in the attached clipping. (Sexy
here has a different connotation
than the one affixed to our
familiar Hollywood icons ... ) The
correct usage is different from not
different than. An example would
be, "Good writing is different
from bad writing." The word
than is used for comparisons such
as the sentence, "Your writing is
better than mine."
If you don't believe I am correct, check with a writing instructor.
Yours truly,
Roger Raulerson
Ticker reader

Thank you for reading my rereview oj L' Adolescente so carefully and raking time to write The
Ticker. Language is alive and as
much, a matter of ear as "proper
usuage;' I wouldn't change the
sentence even if it were wrong, but
on this one I happen to have the
law on my side. The New York
Public Library t eieph on e
reference service (340-0849)
quoted the Random House Dictionary oj the English Language:
"than... used after some adverbs
and adjectives expressing choice
or diversity such as anywhere, different, other, otherwise, etc., to
introduce an alternative or denote
a difference in kind, place, style,
identity, etc. "
.-Erin BfackWell

~
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.OP-ED
BUSINESS BITS:

Johnson & Johnson and Tylenol: Can Product Integrity Be Restored?

By Jay A. Schwartz
Associating a product with loss
of life can be the worst problem
to ever affect a marketer. Some
products can be flawed or engineered with some inherent safety
defect such as the Pinto, the
Volkswagen Beetle, and various
toys that are recalled .each year
by consumer protection boards.
These products were the assumed
liability of the manufacturer as
were the lawsuits brought against
them. Here the marketer was
basically" up against a wall" as
each product line died a slow
death in court and boardroom
battles.
The current case concerning
Tylenol is different. J ohnson &
Johnson cannot be held liable for
any defect in the medication because there is none. The Tylenol
scare is simply the work of a
psychopath bent on revenge. or

extortion-a drastic change in
the macro environment that no
one could foretell. In most liability
cases involving death or serious
injury, the manufacturer has had
some insight as to possible ramifications or potential losses resulting from defects. Ford, for
example, had a contingency table
set up for the Pinto, stating the
loss of life, possible damages and
resulting effecs on sales. What
this table showed was that the
risk factors involved with the
Pinto did not justify spending
five more dollars per car to correct the flaw.
Johnson & Johnson had no
flaws. Its packaging was fine up
to now as Tylenol's market share
was rapidly approaching 40 0/0. It
already achieved the distinction
of being number one in sales of
all pain relievers (aspirin included). That distinction was soon to
be cut short as at least seven
deaths have been attributed to
cyanide-laced capsules of ExtraStrength Tylenol.
Immediately, the press got a
hold of this story and milked it to
its fullest. Frightened by these
reports, Tylenol was dumped by
consumers all across the country.
Many of these early reports actually accused Johnson & Johnson
of negligence. Eventually it was
proved to be the work of a killer.
Johnson & Johnson is now facing two dilemmas:
1) It must prove the company

was not at· fault and save the
integrity of the brand, Tylenol:
2) In the face of tragedy, it

must try to devise a marketing
plan to keep Tylenol from receiving a deadly reputation.
J ohnson..& Johnson tackled its
first dilemma by placing full page
advertisements in local newspapers urging consumers to trade in
their Extra-Strength capsules for
Tylenol tablets, which cannot be
adulterated with any foreign substances. This proved to be too
little, too late, as most consumers
no longer had their Tylenol laying around. Since no official information was issued until this
time, many pharmacies and drug
retailers took all Tylenol products
off their shelves in fear of being
held responsible for deaths resulting from a purchase. Some
states went as far as to ban the
sale of all Tylenol until the current situation changes.
In its broadest terms, the
makers of Tylenol face a hostile
market. This introduces dilemma
number two: restoration of previous product integrity. Johnson
& Johnson has yet to find an
answer, but has a few options
that mayor may not work.

Option #1: Introduce a tamperresistant package.
,
This is the only imme~ate'
route to follow, and is now ~ing
undertaken, not only by Johnson
& Johnson, but by all manufacturers or' similar products. This

Some Things Never Change
By Erick Alexander

He walked slowly across the
campus, his hands in the pockets
of his blue satin baseball jacket.
No one recognized him, except
for one student whom he smiled
at and raised his hand to, forming a peace sign.
Abbie Hoffman continued walking on the campus grounds of
Columbia University, unnoticed.
It hadn't always been that way,
for in 1968 Hoffman, along with
other radical students, took over
Columbia University's seven major buildings for five days, in protest of the university's large investment in the Vietnam war and
its weapons research.
His hair was short now, with
tinges of gray-very different
from the style he wore in 1968,
when he had been the leader of
the Youth International Party,
better known as the Yippies, who
staged anti-war demonstrations,
and handed out buttons and politicalleaflets on the streets of Chicago and New York.
"The aging activist," as Hoffman calls himself, spoke to about
SOO students in Columbia Univer-'
sity's Wollman Auditorium. And
despite his past 42 arrests, bans
on traveling to 13 states, bans on
his books, accumulation of a
30,000 page FBI file and finally
, g9i~~, ~t~ )l}~ing for the past ten
• -'
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years, all as a result of his past
~'anti-government" activities, he
still maintained a sense of humor, recalling his last visit to
Columbia, while passing out
"Extra-Strength Reaganof" piUs
to the audience.
Speaking from behind a podium in his "Extra-Strength Reaganol' , T-Shirt he discussed the
sixties, his own "history of resistance," the present anti-nuclear
movement, the economy and the
future, but h.is two-hour speech
dealt mostly with education.
"I was just like you," he said,
."back then in the 50's in school,
I did nothing and knew less, you
know at times I've been called a
communist, a communist? How
would I know what a communist
is, I had an American education."
He spoke about the Utechnological ice age" we are entering,
the "cold intellectuals" found in
schools and the fact that corporations are' now increasing invest-'
ments in universities by investing
in faculties and students.
UHi, I'm from Bendix, hi I'm
from Texas Instruments," he imitated. "But beware," he added,
..of selling your soul to corporations."
Throughout his speech' he.
stressed change, to which the
audience responded with cheers
and applause. He spoke of the

Continued on page 7 col. J
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manufactured by the same company _
Option #5: Set up a "bla~kout
period" until market growth
reappears.
This would mean Johnson &
Johnson would not advertise or
promote Tylenol until the current
panic wanes. This would give
consumers time to forget about
the scare and resume old purchase patterns. This option was
used in the saccharin-cancer
scare. No major damage was
done to saccharin or diet soda
products.
Option #6: Get out of the acetaminophen market.
This is the absolute last option
for Johnson & Johnson. This option will be used if the name
..Johnson &/J ohnson" becomes
too synonomous with Tylenol
This may be used as a last
deaths. If consumers fear all Mcresort if the Tylenol-death'associNeil division drugs, Johnson &
ation continues. This option is
Johnson might sell off the entire
risky, and its cost may be astrodivision.
nomical, but if Johnson & JohnTylenol will rebound somewhat
son wishes to stay in the acetaminoph-en market. it may be the
after new tamper-resistant packonly option.
aging appears and the killer is
Option #4: Introduce a competicaught. As time heals all wounds,
tive acetaminophen product.
so will Tylenol's market wounds
heal. Eventually people will for- ~
If Tylenol is going to lose market share, Johnson & Johnson ., get and Tylenol may once again
become a force in the aspirinmay as well sell a ··cannibal"
free pain reliever market. It probproduct to take back any of this
ably will never regain its past
lost market before another outside competitor does. This apmarket share as competitors now
fill empty Tylenol shelf space,
proach is used successfully by
but because of heavy brand loyal-detergent and automobile manuty. Tylenol will probably be .
facturers. Prescription drugs also
around for awhile.
have t:heirgeneric equivalents

THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVER:

The Radical Lingers On:
Abbie Hoffman at Colmnhia
By Christine Lebloas

plan may also be too late as once
market share is lost, it is extremely difficult to regain.
Tamper-resistant packaging may
. not be enough.
Option 1f2: Emphasize the safety
of tablets.
. Changing to a tablet-form is
basically the only chance that Tylenol has of remaining solvent in
this hostile market. If Johnson &
Johnson can switch product preference from capsules to tablets
the long range negative affect on
market growth can be reduced.
Capsules in new packaging can
be gradually reintroduced onto
the market as consumer faith becomes restored.
Option #3: Remove the Tylenol
name completely.

"Afgbanistan: Forgotten War
Maybe it is the distance, or
perhaps it is a lack of interest,
anyway one hardly hears a word
about the war in Afghanistan.
Yet, the Afghans are fleeing to
Pakistan at the rate of 50,000 a
month.
Another fact: the Soviets, frustrated by the resistance of the
guerillas, are dropping horrible
little bombs, the size of cigarette
boxes. These mines are dropped
in the hills, on the roads and
along the. Pakistani frontier. The
bombs, which come in packs of
18 or 32, open and fly like a
frisbee when dropped and lay flat
on the ground. Many victims are
children who are attracted to
these little flying objects that
seem inoffensive.
Also, there- is the charge that
the Soviets are using chemicals.
However, a 36- page report published by the United Nations
came to no conclusions regarding the allegations, despite many
concording indications. At first, I
thought the great -silence on the
. war was due to a strike by Soviet
camera crews and jour rialrsts ,
However, I heard that the word
strike does not exist in the Russian language.
Lebanon: What"s Next!
J ust as the world and particularly the Lebanese people were
about to recover from seven years

of civil war and bitter killing, the
massacre of the Palestinians took
place. The world went back to the
state of uncertainty and of bloodshed which seems to always take
place. Yet, we are told to be
civilized!
The blame' for that massacre
rests heavily on the naivete of
the interacting forces. Is it possible for the countries which made
up the peace keeping force during the Palestinian withdrawals
to completely misunderstand the
reaons why Arafat fought so hard
and so long before leaving Beirut? If so, then how much of an
understanding do they have of
the Palestinians' problems?
Furthermore, it has become
customary. these days, to read
words such a's "justified invasion." Writers', politicians, journalists, have been trying to philosophize and rationalize the
bombing of Beirut. What's next?
I for a long time thought that the
only way out for the Lebanese
was to become the Switzerland of
the Middle East; however, there
is light at the end of the tunnel.
Listening to the United Nations
address of President 6emayel-1
have hope, for he wants "all
non-Lebanese forces out of Lebanon."
Poland: The Killing of a Dream
General Wojciech Jaruzelski is
putting the last screws into the
Solidarity movement. Worters in
many cities are giving the police
regime a fight, but how long will

this resistance last?
Meanwhile, freedom lovers
over the world are watching helplessly. People are protesting here
and there. However, that is not
enough pressure to soften EI
Generalisimo J aruzelski. The
new laws instigated by the government project to be very effective; therefore, Paris, Bonn, London, Washington and the rest
should do the necessary in lieu of
playing East-West games, for
freedom should never be at
stake.

Jack O'Lantem
dreamed of writing
for The Ticker.

Because he was
a vegetable,
he couldn't.

Dot you can.
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New Equiplllent and Larger Staff
Bring WBMB Closer to Their Goal
By Susan CuccineUo
With the assurance of a healthy
budget for the 1982-83 academic
year, WBMB is planning .ro expand and improve its facilities.
Projects include the construction
of a production studio, at a cost
of approximately $7,000; the acquisition of additional technical
equipment and an extensive promotional campaign.
"We are looking to go as far as
we can," said Marc Prizer, General Manager of the radio station. '
"and we are looking forward to a
healthy year. The staff we have
this year is, by far, the most pro'ductive one we've ever had. ,.
The WBMB staff consists of,
approximately, 70 students; once
the production studio is completed, howe ve r , this nu mber may
double.
", ,We'll be training a fresh flock
of people, just to work in the
production studio," said Charles
Vatvaro, Program Director. Ac-

cording to Varvaro, the studio
will be used to record commercial
advertisements and announcements. This will make it possible
for the station to generate advertising revenue. something which
was not done in the past. "Now,"
Prizer added. "we won't only be
using money, but we'll be producing revenue as well. "
Interviews with guest speakers,
faculty members and others will
also be taped and edited in the
production 'studio, according to
Varvaro, for use in future broadcasts. On-the-spot news stories
can also be edited in the studio
and aired immediately.
Prizer sees the addition of the
studio as a way of further enhanc-"
ing the staff's learning experience. "Jt will give (the staff) a
chance to use professional equipment in a professional a trnosphere;" he said.

'has recently expanded to include
a variety of musical styles, including classical, jazz, disco and
reggae, in an attempt to satisfy
as many students as possible.
Disc jockeys are scheduled for
one- or two-hour shows, and two
engineers are scheduled for each
time slot as well.
Relief, or backup, schedules
are compiled as' well. These
schedules are comprised. mainly,
of new members who can train
with, and fill in for, an absent
DJ or engineer. "Before, it was a
problem if someone didn't show
up for their show." said Peter
Sol orn it a, Music Director. who
feels the current system is more
organized. "Now, we can also accept more students," he continued. "They can learn the system
and get occasional spots on the
air before they have their own
show."

WBMB broadcasts in the baseWBMB's format was once, acment of 360 Park Avenue South,
cording to Prizer, "just another
mainstream rock station, " but ~re the station is located; in

Charles Varvaro, Program MaDaaer aDd Marc Prlzer, General Manaael'.

the 5th floor cafeteria of the 26th
Street building; in the 10th floor
cafeteria of the 23rd Street building and in the Student Center,
via speakers located in these
spots, and in the area surrounding the campus on 590 AM.
Long term plans for the station
include getting an FM frequency.
The process/according to Prizer.
is a long one, After a station
applies for a frequency, there is a
S-year wait before the application
is even considered. It is also· a
costly venture. "Going FM is a
long term goal which none of us
will be around to see," said
Prizer.
"While we can't yet become

an FM station," he continued,
"we can work like an FM station.·· Operating as professionally as possibly as possible includes
the enforcement of rules and regulations to be adhered to by all
sta tion members. .. Rules are
necessary for a strict operation,"
said Solomita. "Working at the
station is fun. but we have to
take it seriously. We have a responsibility to the students.'''
Starting this year, members
will be required to obtain a Federal Communications Com mission (FCC) license. "This way,"
explained Prizer, · 'when the time
comes that we get that FM frequency. we'll be prepared."

Computer Search Service
Eases Research Burden
Monday

'"

By Lisa Rhodes

The Computer Search Service.
headed by Professor Ida Lowe
in affiliation with Baruch College's library, provides computer
retrieval systems for graduate
students and faculty members
engaging in research. thesis dissertations. and gene-ral study.
. 'The computer retrieval system is composed of some 300
databases which provide access
to general and specific information in every possible field of interes t. " sa id Professor Lowe.
who has lectured about the Computer Search Service at professional meetings across the country. For those not familiar with
computer terms. a database is.
according to Lowe, "a collection
of information on magnetic tape
which is used by the computer to
retrieve data which has been requested by the program mer. "
The information is printed on a
perforated computer print-out
sheet, and can then be used by
thesis candidates and faculty
members.
Funding for the Computer
Search Service was obtained one
and a half years ago. Federal Title III grants and monies from
the college library enable the service to provide computer search
workshops. "The workshops train
stuaents how to retrieve specific
information themselves. and inform faculty members about new
databases which we have received," said Lowe.
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Professor lowe.

The Service recently received a
database which specializes in
Marketing/Advertising. Information on advertising agencies. CODsumer research, and various "advertising campaigns is now available.
"The service we provide for
Baruch students is in great demand," said Lowe. "Our retrieval systems are very good. and
our popularity is increasing."
Students who would like to use
the Computer Search Service
must first complete an Online
Search Request Form. which can
be obtained from Professor Lowe
in Room 301 H of the 24th Street
building. Data is produced immediately, and cost is based on an
hourly rate. An appointment for
an interview with a search analyst must be made before the retrieval system can be used.

NEXT TICKER DEADLINE:
Friday, NoveInber 5
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life is
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'NEWS
Undergraduate Bi\!BS Program Allows
Students to Study at Several CUNY Schools
,

By Joan Chin

...

The CUNY BA/BS Program is
an undergraduate program that
enables the student to plan. a
course of study within the entire
CUNY system while working
towards a Bachelor of Science or
a Bachelor of Arts degree.
The BA or BS degree is offered
by the City University of New
York (CUNY) rather than by one
of its colleges. Therefore, students can take courses at several
colleges within the CUNY system.
Dr. Jean Buchin, campus director
of the CUNY BA/BS program at
Baruch, has complete course catalogs and faculty lists for each
college which students can use to
research' and plan their schedules
in advance.
The program, established by
the Board of Higher Education in
1971, is operated by the Graduate School and University Center
located on West 42nd Street. Any
student who has completed 15
credits, or
complete 15 credits by the end of the current semester, may apply. Once in the
program, a student must maintain a 2.5 GPA; 120 credits are
needed to graduate. While the
student is not bound by major or
minor requirements, Dr. Buchin
explains, at least 30 credits must
be completed in one area of
study.
Students in the CUNY BA/BS
program can combine two areas
of study; journalism and business, social work and psychology.

will

and music and management are
some examples. •'The subjects
are as diverse as the people who
walk in here:; said Dr. Buchin.
A maximum of 30 non-classroom credits may be earned
through independent study or
field work directly related to the
student's area of concentration,
Dr. Buchin explains. Also, up to
15 credits may be granted for
"life experience," a consideration which may be beneficial to
older students who have work experience and are now returning
to college to obtain a degree.
The program, however, is not
well-suited for all students. According to Dr. Buchin, account-

ing and education majors are not
encouraged to apply, since such
students must usually follow a
strict curriculum to obtain their
licenses.
The applications for admission
into the CUNY BAIBS Program
must be in by November IS for
the Spring 1983 semester. Students interested in learning more
about the program are invited to
attend a meeting on Thursday,
. October 28 from 12:30 to 2:00 in
Room 114 of the 24th Street
building. Dr. Buchins office is in
Room 1628 of the 18th Street
building, and her telephone number is 725-4477.

New Program Gives Students
Opportunity to Study Abroad
By Joan Chin

Another new program available to students is the CUNY 1
Paris
Exchange
Program.
Through this program, 30 CUNY
students will attend the University of Paris, and 30 students
from the University of Paris will
attend CUNY, for one semester.
Dr. Maxine Fischer, coordinator of the program, would like to
see students of diverse backgrounds participate. According to
Dr. Fischer; the program is
unique because students from all
.disciplines can participate. In or-

der to qualify, students must be
enrolled full-time and must have
taken three semesters of French.
'Credits earned abroad will be applied toward their CUNy degree.
A director from the CUNY
Graduate Center will be stationed
in Paris to help the exchange students. "It will be a pleasant experience for them," s-ays Dr.
Fischer, who has high hopes for
the new program.
For further information, students can contact Dr. Maxine
Fischer at the Graduate Center,
33 West 4200 Street. Her office
is in Room 1403, and bet telephone number is 790-4558/9.

•

Day Session Student Government, in conjunction with
Evening Session Student Government,is providing

FREE LEGAL ADVICEA Professional Lawyer will answer any questions you might have.

Call Phillip Katz at 725-3031
to make an appointment
with the lawyer on
Mondays from 5:30-8:30

Call Sal Cheda at 725-3377
to make an appointment
with the lawyer on
Wednesdays from 12:30-3:30

Join the D.S.S.G.
"'NEWSLETTER' ,
Writers are needed to join 'our staff.
Anyone interested, come to our office in Room 409 of the Student 'Center..
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Having Problems?
- with parents, friends
- school or career planning
-sexual issues or pregnancy
-depression
Our experienced professional staff provides short and long-terrn counseling at NO (or very low) fees.
Call The
Youth Counseling League
473·4300
138 East 19 se., NYC 10003
Licensed by the N. Y. State Dept. of Mental Hygiene

r~r~~~~~yp~rr~~~rrr~rrrrrrr~r~

Give Blood
Join The Life
Support Team.

...a timeless symbol of your achievements.

~

~
~
~
~
~

t

Wednesday, November 3
and Thursday, November 5
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Oak and Marble Lounges
of the Student Center
Contact: Circle K., Rm. 406
of Student Center, or
Rm. 1718 of 360 PAS
during Club Hours.

~
~
~.
~
~

FREE VISION SCREENING
October 25-29
10 a.m, - 5 p.m.
SUNY College of Optometry
100 E. 24 St. & Park Ave. So.
A Public Service co-sponsored
with WABC-TV

t~

~
~
~

"~~44444~444444444444444444~

Student Handbooks
are available in the
Registrar's Office,
Rm. 202, -245f. Bldg.

Italian Dinners
VEAl
Veal Cutlet ParmrgkJ"a a house [avorite
Above served WIth spaghet tl

PASTA
STUFFED SHELLS PARMlG/ANA

. -

SPAGHETTI. ZIilor SPINACH NOODLES
with Clam Sauce {Redor WhIte)
WIth· Meat Balls
.WIth .sausages
WIth Tomato Sauce
WIth GarlIC and 0.1
WIth Mushroom Sauce
WIth Batter Sauce
WIth Meat Sauce
WIth Marinaro Sauce

SPAGHETTI A LA GREQUE Fresh Garlic
Otl and Butter Sauce. Feta Coeese. Parley
BAKED SPAGHETTI WITH
Meal Sauce Parmrg,oruJ
BAKED ZITI PARMIGIANA
WIth Meat Balls or Sausage
MEAT BALL or SAUSAGE PARMIGIANA
WIth SpaghettI

Variety Burgers-S Ounces 100% Steer Beef

~~j~(~~~~.~ VV~
~

AMERICAN CHEESEBURGER Covered With melted Ame~lcan Cheese
AVOCADO BURGER Snappy South-of ·the-border burger Carumbal
BACON CHEESEBURGER P,led WIth bacon and melted American Cheese
BARBECUE BURGER zesty. With barbecue sauce
BLUE BURGER Sauce With bluecheese ct.unks and olives For burger gourmets
BURGER FLORENTINE Topped With tasty Gr ec-an-stvle spmach. olive.
teta cneese an<fscaillons A B J oflglnal
CHILI CHEESEBURGER Cheeseburger WIth home-like Chili con carne on the Side
FRENCH ONION BURGER Savory oruon sauce With parmesan cheese. olrve
GARLIC BURGER Covered With truck garlic sauce. spices. olive
GRECIAN BURGER HerOIC. With olrve. herbs. sprees and oruon A B J original
HAWAIIAN BURGER With an Aloha lei of grilled pineapple
MEDITERRANEAN BURGER Grecian burger With Anchovres.
Feu Cheese and tomato Second to none
MUSHROOM BURGER Topped WIth hearty mushroom gravy
PIZZA BURGER WIth Mozzarella smothered In pizza sauce
on a toasted English muff.n. olive
PORTCHEDDAR CHEESEBURGER Topped With Cheddar laced With Port flavor
SWISSBURGER DeliCIOUS with' melted SWISS cheese
TEXASBURGER Topped With an egg foregg-stra" ~nergy
WESTERN BURGER Capped WIth a of grilled danish ham. Onion and Pepper!;
MOUARELlA BURGER A Cheeseburger With Italian Touch
, 00% BEEFBURGER The SImple ClaSSIC. Cooked to vcor Taste

P.J. EMKED LASAGNA (no meat)
W,tn Meat Balls or Sausages
BAKEl> MANICOTTI PARMIGIANA
WIthMeat Balls or Sausages
MOUSSAKA ROMANO Exotic
BAKED ZITI A LA MEXICANA PARMIGIANA

VEGETARlAN DISHES
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
WIth Meat Balls or Sausages
EGG PUNT MEA T SAUCE PARMIGIANA
VEGETARIAN CASSEROLE PARMIGIANA

Above served WIth Pasta or Salad

SEAFOOD
SHRIMP PARMIGIANA
FILET of SOLE PARMIGIANA
FRIED CLAMS PARMIGIANA

Above served WIth Pasta or Salad

CHICKEN
CHICKEN OREGANA TO .
Above served v.,th Pasta

or

Salad

Variety Pies

SALAMI or BACON or CLAM PIZ2A
HAWAllAN PIZZA Pineapple
MADRID PIZZA Chopped OlIVes and Pimento
FARMER'S PIZZA Fresh Tomatoes and Hard Bouea Egg
TUNA PIZZA Chunks of White Tuna. OI,Uf? Mushroom.
Pimento, Onron and Green Pepper
ZUCCHINI PIZ..!A ParmIgiana Style

I talian Heroes _
VEALCUTLET PARMIGIANA
FILET of SOLE PARMIGIANA
SAUSAGE. PEPPERS AND QNJONS
MEAT BALLS
SAUSAGES

MEZZO·MEZZO (Mp; _. ~··-c;it_~Sausage!')
EGGPlANT PARMIGIAi.... A";'·
EGGPlANT -MEATBALL PA'f:1MIGIANA
EGGPlANT ·SAUSAGE PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN CUTLET PARMIGIANA

DRAFT & IMPORTED BEERS.
Most of OUT food is cooked to
OTdI!T. Wt!'[l apprecitu« your
patirncl! and WI! bt!/irvt you·U
jind it wort" 'hI! wail.

KENTUCKY PILLA CrJllK:en. Mu'rJrooms. ~"',nf'
C/-!OPPED BEEF PIZZA ! OC)'~. Steer Bee'
WESTERN PIZZA Ham. Onion. Peppers
WEEN/E PIZZA C<x I< twl Franks
FLORENTINE PIZZA Spinach and Few Cr.... e'·
EGGPLANT PI2ZA Parrruqsaria 51,;!'
MEXICAN PIZZA Ch,i1 con Corne. Onion
RICOTT A PIZZA Del" IQU.s Ricotta Chees",
/....:.,/'\--......./ 1 --r-,'
7

{

.

)
H E BJ.MUG OF COFFEE.
Served With half-and half
Best In Manhattan
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.FEATURES
Abbie Hofman at ColunWia
Continued from page 3
change that the American forthe-rich. by-the-rich government
must go through, advocating an
end to ., trickle-down, laissezfaire slavery."
"There has to be a change in
education, change the ivory tower," he said. "Sure you want a
better shot at a career, so go out
and create the society, there's
more out there besides General
Hospital and Pac-Man,.'
"It's not enough to study!"
Hoffman shouted above the audience's applause, "connect yourself to change, branch out and
make yourself a citizen of the
world, not just your community.• ,
- Besides discussing education,
he also spoke about the present
cutbacks in funding for all social
groups, including his own Veritas
clinic, a rehabiliation program for
heroin addicts, saying that money
saved as a result of the cutbacks
goes to the military so that soon
there will be a B·l bomber for
every American family.
"Oh and we can't forget spending more on neutron bombs," he
said, "every real estate broker's
dream."

But as angry as he seemed at
the present political situation, he
ended his speech on' an optimistic note, relating-what he saw at
the anti-nuclear demonstration
held this , summer in Central Park.
"I saw the progress there;' he
said, "1 saw cops speaking to
demonstrators, young sitting with
the old, that would have never
happened in the sixties, I saw
room for changes-it's the econo.my and demographics that have
changed. not the ideology."
And so Abbie Hoffman once
again, as he did in the sixties, received cheers and applause, and
a standing ovation as he ended
his speech, urging the audience
to go out and seek solutions,
vowing that he would be with
them in the streets.
He raised his hand, slung his
jacket over' his shoulder and
walked off the stage. Once again
he had become a leader, a political speaker and organizer. Once
again speaking to students at
Columbia University was Abbie
Hoffman, the 1960's activist
whose hair and clothes may have
changed, but whose ideals and
spirit were still the same.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Our 44 Years of Experience
Is Your"Best Teacher
PREPARE FOR:

LSAT •GMAT •GRE
MeAT • GRE • GRE PSYCH
GRE BIO - MAT • PCAT • OCAT

MSKP • NATIONAL MED BOARDS
VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • NPB
NURSING BOARDS

By Michael Flanigan
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Cynthia Clay will retire on October 29. after working at Baruch
as an elevator operator and. later•
as an elevator starter, for 20
years.
Clay was born in Harlem, New
York on September 2, 1922. and
has worked only at Baruch. She
will leave the college having
made "lasting friendships with
students and faculty."
"When I started.- there was
only one black student here."
Clay -said. She has seen the com- '.
position of the student body
change during her tenure, as well
as an increase in the ,. activities
provided for students. ,.
Clay who was honored by
B.L.A.C.K. three' years ago for
services to the Baruch community, plans to take it quietly for a
"few months" and then to udo

e

§
~

some travelling" with herretired.
husband.
A mother of eight children (she
also has 17 grandchildren and
one great-grandchild), Clay
summed up her feelings about
Baruch: .. I consider it a great
privilege to have been associated
with both day and evening students," Clay said. "I feel that I
have been rewarded in more
ways than one."
Students and faculty who have
enjoyed the" ups and downs"
over the years with Cynthia Clay.
will miss her charming demeanor. We wish her an enjoyable and
fulfilling retirement.

FREE TUTORING
OFFERED BY BARUCH
BIOMEDICAL SOCIETY
-Biology

.~-Chemistry
-Physics
Sign up in .Room.. 307A, 23rd St. Building·
Come in during club hours for a schedule.

~NrIHIo~l~
V

D

HAIR CUTTING
STYLING-HAIRPIECES
FULL SERVICE

We offer the best In StyllDg, Cutting and
Beard TrimmiDg.
We also specialize In Hair Replacement,
(Done'" Strict Confidence)
LOCATED AT:
161 E. 23rd Street
Between Lexington It 3rd Avenue (Just off
ThInI Avenue)
For more Info:

Flexible Programs & Hours

Organization
Established
By EUssa Roberts

VAT-TOEFL-SSAT-PSAT
SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT

• Permanent Centers open days, evenings
and weekends. • Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff. • Complete TEST-N-TAPE®
facilities for. review of class lessons and
supplementary materials. • Courses taught by
skilled instructors. • Opportun ity to make up
missed lessons. • Voluminous ,home-study
materials constantly updated by researchers
expert in their field. • Opportunity to transfer
to and continue study atany of our over
110 centers.

NeW" Graduate

Elevator
Operator
To Retire

260-0570

CPA • SPEED READING

SPEED RE7~~ .~'~.~: :
Oct 21
.
FREE I
Oct 25 ...•...•....4:30 and

INTRODUCTORY
SESSIONS

'1Iiff
LV

PM
Nay. 2 ..................•.........12:30 PM
Nov. 22 .......•....4:30 and 6:30 PM

-H·
IGIPiliN.
Educational Center Ltd.

&1:-1&1

Call Days,
Evenings & Weekends

131 West 56th Street,
N.Y.C.10019
(Between 6 Be 7 Aves)
212-977-8200

TEST PREPARAnON SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Part-Time Salesperson
Wanted
Flexible Hours,
Nights and orWeekends
No Sales Experience Necessary
SS/hour (no commission)
JENNIFER HOUSE
CONVERTIBLES
Contact: Mr. Davison
787-8507

A new club for graduate stu-

dents is the Graduate Women's
Business Organization. The
club's founders, Elissa Roberts
and Robin Clark. are full-time
MBA students. They felt that a.
need existed within the Baruch
community to provide women
students in particular with a realistic portrayal of life beyond the
graduate school setting. Clark
and Roberts' goal is to organize a
lecture and workshop series that
will discuss pertinent issues that
are of interest to current and future businesswomen.
In the Spring semester of 1982,
Roberts and Clark conducted a
survey of graduate female studen ts to assess their ideas about
the formation of such a club. The
response was positive, and on
October 14 they held their first
meeting, where it was decided
that the lecture series would begin in December.
At the next meeting scheduled
for November 4, at 6 p.m.• in the
Globus Lounge, Rm. 1704 in the
26th Building, potential speakers
will be discussed. An informal
discussion, "Developing Credibility in the Workplace," is also
scheduled .

Students who know of anyone
who would be interested in speaki~g in this Jecrure serres can .
leave their name and business.
affiliation with Robin Clark or
Elissa Roberts. in care of the
. Marketing Department. Both
men and women are welcome to
attend the next meeting on November 4. 1982.

NEXT TICKER
DEADLINE:
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 5
Notes From
The Registrar:
The last day to
resign from a
course, and still
receive a W grade,
.is November 3.
Students intending to
graduate 'in February.
must file an application by November 5.

1SUSt~5
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letterheads
Business Cards
Announcements
Resumes
[212) 420-1631
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Ticker Tips toilllprove your classroom-perfortnance
Studies show boredom to be the serious student's worst enemy. Let The Ticker
keep you awake and alert through your teachers' most uninspired ramblings.

J

Wilen a professor drifts off into an uncommunicative
reverie•••

.trying to pay attention would -be a waste' of energy-even if it were
possible. Now's the time to tum to•••

• The Ticker. Plan ahead! Fold to the desired

article and place it inside your textbook.

Make the most of
your college career.

Ticker-more

The

than a newspaper
-is
your most
valuable study aid!
it'll look like

Look pensive as you catch up
on the news,

Photos by Joe Spasiano
Engineered by Erin Blackwell

...while you're only doodling aimlessly as you read.

Aish Hatorah
~EWISH COMPUTER ~~

DATING SERVICE
FOI'FnHIlnfol7lJlltion 8:ApplicBtion CII//:

2121331-7111
People out of N. ~

111'811, 1118 invited

to join, write to:

1671 East 16th Streetr Suite 209
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

Fri.-Sat.

l

Oct. 29-30
~OI'S

Produced by Andy Warhol
With Joe Dallesandro.
Holly Woodlawn. Jane Forth

<-

"

SEVEN BEAUTIES

For Information
•

Directed by Yves Robert
With Pierre Richard

THE TAU.BlOND MAN
WITH ONE lILACK SHOE

Directed by Una Wertmuller
With Giancarlo Giannini.
Mariangela Melato

SlIn.-Mon.

Noy.

7~

Tues.-Wed.

A SLAVE OF LOVE

THE MAN WHO LOVen WOMEN

Directed by Bertrand Blier
With Gerard Depardieu.
Patrick Dewaere. Miou·Miou,
Jeanne Moreau

GOING PLACES

Nov. 12-13

Sun.-Mon.

COUSIN, COUSIftE

OLD
FORGE
STEAK and
SEAFOOD
HOUSE

I

Z

Directed by Jean-Charles TaccheJla
With Marie-Christine Barrault. Victor
Lanoux, Marie-France Pisier
PrIx Louis Delluc-Best Pic:lure

Directed by Costa-Gavras
Music by Mikis Theodorakis
With Yves Montand. Jean Louis
Trintignant. Irene Papas

WE ALl LOVED EACH
OllER SO MUCH

BATTlE Of AL&IERS

Directed by Ettore Scola
With Vittorio Gassman. Nino
Manfredi. Stefania Sandrelli

College costs are high enough without adding
the cost of eating out too! Now you can afford
Lunch or Dinner at one of NY's Finest
Restaurants.• From Burgers to Fresh Fish to
Aged Steaks only $4.95 to $9.50. Casual dress in
an elegant atmosphere.

Nov. 14-15

Directed by Gilfio Pontecorvo
Laone -c!'Oro. Venice Aim FestiVal

(4BI)©~_~a:e

Nov. 9-10

OPEN 7 DAYS

Thurs.

NltV.4

STATE OF SIEGE

Directed by Costa-Gavras
Music by MilOs Theodorakis
With Yves Montane

COUPE DE GRACE
Directed by Volker Von Schlondorff
With Margarethe Von Trotta
Gran Prix-Naples Film festival

Thurs.

Nov. 11

COUSIN, COUSIME
Directed by Jean-Charles Taccnena

ASPECIAL DAY

WE AU LOVED EACH
OTHER SO MUCH

Directed by Ettore Scola
With Sophia Loren and
Marcello Mastroianni

Directe<1 by Ettore Scola
With Vittorio Gassman,
Nino Manfredi. Stefania Sandrelli

Tues.-Wed.

Nov. 16-17

PADRE, PADROIIE

~~ri~\{r~~~i and
Golden Palm-for Best Aim at cannes

:-.• , _._. .

EVERY MAN FOR
HIMSELF AlIJ GOD AGAINST
AU.

With Marie-Christine Barrault.
Victor Lanoux. Marie-France Pisier
PrIx louis Dellue-Best Picture

Tbu~

Nav. 18

THE SORROW
AND THE PITY

Directed by Marcel Ophuls
Academy Award Nomination
"Best Documentary"

Directed by Werner Herzog
tannes Film festival-Special Jury
PrIze

STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22nd

RKO CENTU~Y
4~T
36 EAST 8TH STREET
NEW YORK. NY 10003
(212) 473-7025

~ I<() ~()UTI4

~~() £()lLI~E
1~FLATBUSHAVENUE

BROOKLYN. NY 11210
(212) 859-5400'5117

~1"'E~Fl(~
EAST 260 RT. 4
PARAMUS. NEW JERSEY 07652
(201) 487·79101791 1
.

17 ST. and 3 AVE NYC· Tel: 473-1767

MARRIAGE

Directed by Ingmar Bergman
With Liv Ullmann. Erland Josephson,
Jan Malml'so
Nallclnal Soc ety of
Aim Critics Awards
Best Picture, Best Screet1play
Best Aetress-Uv Ullmann, Best
SupportIng i\ctress-Blbl Andersson

THE GARDEN OF THE
FllIZI-COmNlS

Directed by Vittorio De Sica
With Domonique Sanda
1st Prize-Golden Bear-Berlin'
Aim Festival

A Maysles Film. With The Rolling Stones.
Ike and Tina Turner. Jefferson Airplane

Fri.-Sat.

Nov. 2-3

DEAR IISPECTOR

SWEPT AWAY

Directed by Nikita Mikhalkov

Midnight Sbow-GlMME SHELTER

Tues.-Wed.

Directed by Philippe De Broca
With Annie Girardot. Philippe Noiret

Directed by Francois Truffaut. With JeanPierre Leaud. Delphine Seyrig_ Best
Picture- Grand PrIx Du Cinema Francais
Directed by Francois Truffaut. With Charles
Denner. Brigitte Fossey, Leslie Caron

Directed by Agnes varda
Grand PrIze at Taormina-Festival
of tile NaIIons

Written and Directed by
Una WertmuJler
With Giancarlo Giannini. Fernando
Rey. Shirley Stoler

Directed by Robert Downey

NoY.5-6

BALUCE OF HAPPIIESS
Ole SINGS,

OCt. 31-Nov. 1

Sun.-Mon.

OCt. 28

Thurs.

SCElES FROM A

THE OTHER DOESI'T

PUTNEY SWOPE

Fri.-sat.

~27

IPHIGERIA

Directed by Michael Cacoyannis
Music by Mikis Theodorakis
With Irene Papas

Fri.-sat.

- SISTERS OR THE

Directed by Margarethe Von Trotta

(Uneut Version)

•

OI:L

Tues.-Wed.

Directed by Alain Resnais
With Ellen Burstyn. Dirk Bo'rgarde.
John Gielgud

STOLEN KISSES

IDANT LABORATORY 935-1430

OCt. 24-25

Sun.-Mon.

PROVIDEJICE

Directed by Nicolas Roeg
With David Bowie

DONORS WANTED
SEMEN will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who cannot have children
due to m ale infertility.
AU donor types are needed.
Donors will be fuUy screened and tested.
Accepted Donors are P AID

Oct. 22-23

THE MAlI WHO
FEU TO EARTH
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THE WHO
The Who gave their first of
three New York area shows at
New Jersey's Brendan Byrne
Arena on Sunday, October 10.
The current tour is something of
- an event because it is being billed
as their farewell tour. Fans across
the nation are turning out in record numbers to see the veteran
rockers. making this the most
profitable tour in rock history.
The show was opened by David
Johansen. the ex-New York ~011,
who gave a brief but energetic
performance of his greatest hits.
When the Who took the stage.
they surprised the audience by
opening with their 1965 classic,
My Generation. The group had
said they would not play the song
because the lyrics, "Hope I die
before I get old, " are inappropriate for the aging band whose
members are nearly forty years
old.
The Who played five songs
from their newest album, It's
Hard, which Pete Townsend. the
group's guitarist and leader. accur a tely termed .. a piece of
piss." Thankfully, the songs
came across well in concert,
eel ipsing the LP version s. The
group' s musicianship was faultless, occasionally brilliant. The
band-guitarist Townsend, singer
Roger Daltry, Bassist John Entwistle, drummer Kenney 'Jones,
and auxiliary keyboard player Tim
Gorman played cohesively,

'::~:.

although without the anger and
frenzy of their younger days.
The group's older songs were
clearly the highlight of the 22song show. Old. familiar songs
such as Behind Blue Eyes and
Baba 0 'Riley ,had the .audience
on their feet, cheering. Pinba!!
Wizard and See Me Feel Me
were among the best-performed
songs of the evening. Daltry's urgent emotional vocals 011 Love
Reign 0 'e r Me wer e amazing.
For a finale they did a fiery version of WOIl't Get Fooled Again.
Throughout the show theatrics
were kept to a minimum; the emphasis was on the music. Excellent lighting complimented the
performance. When the Who
came back for an encore they did
Sum m ert i m e Blues and unexpectedly, Twist and Shout. with
Entwistle providing the Lennonesque vocals. As the band left
the stage, the crowd handed them
flowers and cards.
The concertchronicled the history of the Who. with well-chosen
selections representing each
stage of the group's career. Although Face Dances and It's
Hard. the group's last two albums, have been rather weak,
the Who is still capable of putting on an electrifying live show.
This is a group with a glorious
past that s t ill has a reason to
exist-at least in concert,

.'"

'.;.,

';',>:.

- Steven Appenzeller

~,
Up' up and away
over the Whitestone Bridge
'72 mavericks inching towards nirvana
Beer-breathed adolescents ask,
"Who are you? Who are you?
Going to see the Who?"
As windows roll down,
With respects to A/len Ginsburg
sweet smoke blows across
three lanes of waiting
The Texan, complete with Korean boots and lid, moseys on down
-between the rows, searching for a connection
"Got any weed to sell?" he asks and we say "No" and laugh
in his face because he's such a dick
The search turns up nothing
Little princess, locked out of. her boyfriend's car,
Although there is something
sits on the roof and throws a tantrum
missed, issed, iss, is
"You're just like crosstown traffic,
this the way?
so hard to get through to you"
Up?
Stadium lights cast blue angel glow,
What?
but we are so-far-away
-Up another deck?
As another car dies and blocks the exit
And another?
"Ninety-nine bottles of beer on the road,
Elevation, ten thousand feet
Ninety-nine bottles of beer,
The ripped ticket produces little response
If one of those bottles rolls under my wheels ... "
"Up there somewhere" says the usherette
"What's that, seventeen dollars for a T-shirt?"
Looking at the mass,es gathering,
"Both sides man, the Who, the Who"
the altar says it all
"Got any extra tickets to sell?"
A big Who do you do
"No" again, always "No"
in gigantic block letters
" ... every body, loves my baby,
All bands will proceed to play under the H, please
every body, loves my baby
What, you mean we missed David Jo,
she gets .
Melodies, Memories, Personality Crisis and all?
No need to worry
she gets .
she gets .
Just in from Nicaragua
in full battle gear
she gets "
Off the ramp and towards the stadium,
weighing in with one hundred percent more conscience
as blue-coats funnel the endless stream of autos
than the average band
Ladies and gentlemen
the muffler scrapes the space
I give you
Out the door, the adventure continues
The Clash
dodging bottles and acid heads
Jonie asks Chachi, "Does this mean we have to think now?"
looking for gate 0
Waah ah ah ah ah ahaaaaaaaaah
Lost hippie taunts the riot squad
e « When they kick in your front door
Glas breaks under the mount
How you gonna come?
"Wh o are you, are you, are you, are ... '7
With your hands on your head
I think I see
Or
on the trigger of your gun"
A Bee Cee Dee
(No one recognizes the chords)
Bee Cee Dee
."
Dig the Mohawk, Do the Mohawk
Cee Dee
Joe Strummer sporting Indian skin gear
Dee, gate 0, I think I see gate 0
pumping ,the crooked, crooked beat
As another line forms
Hear ye, Hear me
In the desert of wait ting/ting nobody gets it-P, Smith

Who Isms

7

An SOS to the world
in urgent combat rock
in symphonic audio vision
"In another country they would be shot"
in Shea Stadium, no one gives a damn
until the Casbah is rocked
Thank you and good night
from Third World nations
"Woo Woo, bring on the Who." they yell
And are obliged
as fists start swinging in the upper deck
Four mature, middle-aged men in suits
make their way on stage
and begin to play
A familiar series of chords
sends chills down
ninety thousands spines
"I was born with a plastic spoon in my mouth "
There is no substitute
As high intensity lamps search the sky
the fanatic is overlooked
as he hangs off the Stadium roof screaming
"Who, Who, Who, Who"
familiar patterns are performed
Daltrey swings
Townsend does the windmill
Come on John, I want to see you dance
to Kenny's rocking beat
"I can't explain"
but he does
(The Beatles wore suits
sc! 1 wore a Suil-Roger Daltrey, 10/12/82)
Physical distance spoils t he show
The giant screen helps a little
.
To see slow motion in synchronization
is very strange
As cymbals glare
into the camera 's eye
Larger than life they come across
As symbols glare
into the camera's eye
Larger than life they come across
Distortion is an accepted part
of photographic enlargement
uWe're all wasted"
as hands raise to the air
signaling the rise
of new Who generations
-

Steve Kaldon
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Big Screen, Small Screen & the Reel WOJld

Film: Struggling Turks
."

feel: that they are prisoners of the
state. Their dark, despondent
eyes move the viewer to feel the
anguish in the Turkish hearts.
You not only watch the movie,
you become a part of it.

By Peter Konfedenk
Yol, winner of the Palme D 'Or
(first prize) at the Cannes Film
festival, is a poignant and grisly
introspection on "three Turkish
prisoners' search for freedom,"
an outcry by the revolutionary
filmmaker Yilmaz Guney against
the Turkish authoritarian junta.
Incorporating some autobiographical overtones from Guney's
prison days, the film is a straightforward, realistic narrative.
Guney weaves a story of political, social and economic turmoil
which has its roots in Feudal
Turkish society. He stresses the
Third World conflicts of oppres-

sion of the masses, exploitation
and tyranny by the Turkish
government and the concept of
tradition versus Westernization.
Most of these problems were also
presented in the movie Midnigltt
Express, which dealt with one
American's struggle inside a
Turkish prison.
Brilliant, sophisticated cinemagraphic- techniques interplay with
harsh dialogue to de-emphasize
the political and make this movie
a masterpiece. Guney subtly presents the injustice, the implorable
conditions and the agony of these
Turkish prisoners, evoking, an
emotional response. One is made
to feel what the Turkish people

HOllie Taping:
By Steven Appenzeller

The con troversy began six years
ago when Walt Disney Productions and Universal Studios,
copyright owners of films broadcast on television, filed what has
become known as the "Betarnax
Suit. "
The defendants were
Sony, several Sony dealers, and a
consumer who allegedly used his
Sony Betamax to copy Disney and
Universal products off the air for
his own use. In 1979, the trial
ended in a decision for the defendants. The plaintiffs appealed,
and one year ago the lower courts'
decision was overturned.

Yol, "the trek of life,"
transverses the Turkish landscape
tracing the exploits of three
prisoners who are' sent on a oneweek leave.
These central
characters are all in search of
man's ever-elusive liberty. They
all must decide whether to return
to or flee from their hell on earth,
the half-open prison on Imrali
Island.
One prisoner, Seyit Ali, travels
hundreds of miles to the isolated
mountain region of Sancak. He is
a taciturn, bold and burly man
emotionally crushed because his
wife deserted him and his son. He
must return to punish the woman
who shamed his family. However, he still loves her an d
doesn't want to kill her as tradition demands.
Mehmet is a burglar, liar and
coward in the eyes of his wifes'
family. He returns to the filthy,
cluttered tenements of Diyarbakir

-y"

Orner, a young Kurd, returns to
the rural area of the barbed wire
and mined Syrian-Turkish border
where he watches pigeons do what
he cannot escape. Longing for his
homeland. he is looking not only
at the border, but also at the audience. You want to lead him into
Syria but that's farther than a
movie-goer can go. See but don't
touch'.
The role of women. is limited.
They are degraded and downtrodden and must accept whatever is
told them. They are truly secondclass citizens.
Most audiences are unprepared
and/or unwilling to subject themselves t-o the grim realities of
Turkish society. The realism
which is the film's most positive
aspect may make a negative impact on American audiences.
,

Who Pays the Piper?

High record prices are partly to
blame for the decrease in sales.
The record industry places the
blame for high prices on the home
taper, ignoring management and
artistic weaknesses. According to
Stanley Gortikov, President of the
RIAA, "Home taping displacessales. Lower sales force record
prices up. Therefore, the buyer of
records and tapes must subsidize

of this problem, and is trying to
improve quality. A&M Records
will rerase' Supertramp's new
album, Famous Last Words, on a
premium BASF brand tape later
this week. This marks the first
release of a high quality tape by a
major label for the same list price
as a standard, lower quality, tape.
The third, and perhaps the largest
group of home tapers record

Although the Betamax case
specifically refers to home video
taping, it also has implications for
home music taping. Due to the
state of the music industry and the
widespread availability of audio
taping equipment, more attention
has been focused on music taping.
According to the record industry,
if all of the music taped at home
were purchased, it would yield approximately $2.85-billion per year
in additional retail sales.
The record industry is stepping
up its campaign against home taping in a market that has seen the
sale of recorded music decline
every year since 1978. According
to the Recording Industry
Association of America, on a
dollar basis, LP sales were down
18070, although pre-recorded
cassettes, which make up a smaller
portion of music sales, climbed
33070. In contrast to declining
music sales, over 243,000,000
blank tapes are expected to be sold
this year.

to find in-laws who are ready to
kill him. (In an unsuccessful heist
Mehmet, - in cahoots with his
wife's brother, .fled and left the
brother to be slaughtered by the
police). Even when he escapes
from his in-laws he is ironically
shamed when caught "copulating
in the can" aboard a train.

the home taper when he does not
pay for his music."
The boom of home taping is
due in part to the proliferation of
car stereos and WaJkman units.
Many people are taping their own
records so that they can listen to
, them in their cars or on the subway. Other home tapers cite the
poor quality of pre-recorded
tapes. The industry seems aware

albums borrowed from others.
The cost of taping a single disc at
home is about 30070 of the record's
purchase price.
At the request of the record industry, the Senate Judiciary Committee is considering legislation
that will attempt to stem the tide
of home taping by imposing a
royality on all blank tape sold.
This is not without precedent.

Germany and Sweden currently
have a royalty on recording tape,
and the issue is under discussion in
Australia, Britain, Canada,
France,
Japan,
and the
Netherlands. If a royalty is imposed on tape, higher prices would
result for the consumer.
Opponents of this legislation claim
that people buying tape for dictation, sel f -prod uced music,
answering machines, et aI, will be
paying royalties for recording
non-copyrighted material.
The Coalition to Save
America's Music, an organization
composed of various music trade
unions, music-licensing firms,
record labels, and music
publishers, favors the institution
of a royalty fee on blank tape.
They claim that the people who do
~ative work must have protection for their products. Otherwise, 'they say, the economic incentive for creating music would
disappear, and eventually there
will be no music to record. The
Home Recording Rights Coalition, a group composed of stereo
and tape manufacturers, opposes
the proposed royality. They argue
that there is no equitable way to
distribute the royalities once collected.
The issue has yet to be resolved.
Sony appealed the decision of the
6th District Court of Appeals, and
the U.S. Supreme Court has
agreed to hear the case, possibly in
December.
The Congress will
delay legislative action until the
high court has been heard from.
The court's decision is anxiously
awaited by all parties involved
because it is sure to have a profound impact on the future of the
recording industry.

PRIME TIME CRIME
By Brian Hochberg
and Philip 'Koenig
1. Police Story, the police anthology of the 70s, was
created by which famous
author?
2o Name the 14 shows which appeared on the NBC Mystery
Movie °
3. Tony Roberts and Squire
Fridell starred as partners in
their own law finn in what
1977 show?
4. J ames Earl J ones (Broadway's Othello and the voice
of Darth Vader) played a
police captain whose interests
went beyond simple law enforcement in which critically
acclaimed series (1979-80)?
5. Vincent Baggetta, last seen in
this summer" s Chicago Story,
played a lawyer in the firm of
Devlin, Linkman, and
O'Brien in which series
(I 978-79)?
6. Captain Line Evers (Robert
Stack) belonged to a special
unit of the LAPD assigned to
apprehend criminals exclusively on the mayor's list
in what series (1976-77)1
7. Name the eight series Robert
Conrad has appeared in.
8. Name the five actors who
played opposite Jack Webb
on Dragnet, that paradigm of
TV crime shows.

• • •
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Audio, Visual & Theatrical

Queens: Hispanic Art
By Laareaao Corees
The Ollantay Center for the
Arts was founded to. present the

j

•

II

•,
'j ,

work of Latin American artists.
Initially the link between the artist
and the Queens Museum and
Jamaica Art Center, it helped present the work of Queens artists
who otherwise
had few
possibilities of exhibiting. Despite
its efforts, Ollantay encountered
difficulties booking these artists
__ due to the myth. that Latin
America art is folkloric and not
universal.
The necessity to provide space
for these artists spawned the
Ollantay Gallery two years ago.
Its original concept expanded to
include artists of all nationalities,
it became a professional gallery
where Latin American artists were
given special emphasis.
The gallery presents ten exhibitions every year. The artist sends
a resume and slides of his work. A
panel of five, director Pedro
Monge and four artists, then
select meritorious work for exhibtion. The gallery exhibits are
thematic; past exhibits include:
"Religion in New York Art,"
"Erotic Art" and "Watercolors."
Four to five artists exhibit a
minimum 0: three works each, includingpaintings, sculpture and
photography. In addition to the
eight group shows, the gallery
mounts two one-man exhibits per
year.
Of particular interest 10 Baruch
students is the young artists' exhibition. Artists under thirty years
of age who have not exhibited at
other professional galleries are
eligible. Slides of the artists' work
and resumes will be reviewed to

select the pieces for exhibition.
Ollantay's next exposition will
open October 29 and run through
November 20. "Abstract
Painters" will feature the work of
Emma Alvarez.: Rafael Martinez
Manuel Lledos, and Thomas
Brydelsky.
OIlantay is the name of the only
Inean play that survived the
Spanish conquest. The art center
is active in theatre and li terature
as well as visual art. The Ollantay
Travelling Theatre will present
The Wmk Apron ~d Bm~
Contract in Spanish by Pedro
Bloch, a prominent Brazilian
playwright, at the gallery on
November 19, 20-and 21.
A . drama workshop will comrnence in October on Tuesdays'
and Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
People interested in the Spanish
theater should sign" up at the
gallery. The fee is a $10 weekly
donation. On Sunday, November
28, and alternating Sundays
thereafter, a Playwright Reading
Workshop will present plays
directed by their authors. Those
interested in participating should
get in touch well in advance of the
scheduled date. (Works in both
English and Spanish will be
presented.)
The Ollantay Center for the
Arts is a non-profit organization.
Volunteers are welcome in various
capacities including secretarial
work, public relations and help at
gallery openings. Most important
for the Ollantay Center for the.
Arts is participation in its events.
Call or drop by for any extra information.
Ollantay Center for (he Arts,
87-03 Northern Boulevard,
Jackson Heights. 565-6499.

'Voices of Vienna'
By Erin Blackwell

i"

.~

The New York Vocal Arts
Ensemble is a kind of unisexbarbershop quartet specializing in
"authentic"
interpretive
reproductions of antique songs.
On Tuesday, October 19, at Alice
Tully Hall, they performed the
first of their three programs this
season (see below), "Voices of
Vienna." Their flier promised
"an evocation 'of the gaiety and
gemutlichkeit of Shubert's Vienna as it might have been experienced.. .in the homes of the
composer's intimate friends."
Well, hardly.
The four singers: the gentlemen
in wrinkled white tie and tails, the
ladies . decked-out in dowager
rhinestones and flaunting
homemade pink dresses blatantly
hemmed, all of them holding large
notebooks of music (black for the
gentlemen, covered in matchingpink fabric for the ladies), with
their leader, Raymond Beegle, at
the keyboard of a grand piano,
were the incarnation of a
Cruikshank etching.
Gregory
Mercer (tenor), slight, blonde and

balding, was a perfect Bob Cratchit of a clerk; Cori Ellison
(mezzo-soprano), ample and
cheery, a very Buttercup, or Ruth,
maid-of-ali-work. Stephen Poulos
(bass-baritone,), tall, dark,
mustachioed, was either goodlooking no-good, e.g., a Steerforth or .a Murdstone, or devilish
good-looking
hero, say,
Rochester; Stephanie Dorner
(soprano), a nearly-pretty
spinster-type, a possible Jane
Eyre, but more probable Miss
Pross. Their appearance and their
manner, which betrayed no
pretension to glamor or glibness,
not a hint of packaging, and only
a dim vagary of presentation,
transformed the larger-thanlivingroom Tully into a parlor and
transported it back to the nineteenth century. It didn't quite
land in Vienna, however.
The performers, none of them
with the authority necessary in a
soloist, lacked a comprehensive
attack on the material. The ending of each song was conveyed
only by the cessation of sound;
there was never a sense of completion of ali internal build.

...-' .

Stage: Musical 'Horrors'
Little Shop of Horrors at the
Orpheum Theatre on Second
Avenue at Eighth St-r-eet is your
typical boy-meets-girl, girl-meetsplant, pfant-eats-girl,-boy-andnear ly-everyb ody-else story.
Based on Roger Corman's 1960
low-budget cult film, this musical
is one of the most inventive and
engaging little goodies to pop up
on Off-Broadway in quite some
time. A bit of Sweeney Todd with
a little Rocky Horror Picture
ShOW thrown in, it is a diabolically funny and unabashedly silly
tribute to those hysterical sci-fi
and monster flicks of the not-sodistant past.
The set, a down-at-the-heels
flower shop on Skid Row, is the
gathering spot for a collection of
kooks that rival the crowd in
Bellevue's waiting-room during a
full moon. The three young ladies
that comprise a narrative chorus
(Sheila Kay Davis, Leilani Jones
and Jennifer Leigh Waren) are a
fabulous incarnation of some

familiar "girl groups" of the 60s.
The shop is presided over by
Mr. Mushnik (Hy Anzell), whose
clerk Seymour has discovered a
new species of plant that he names
Audrey II. Audrey I is the
shopgirl, a classic screwball 'blond
who doubles as a human punching
bag for her sadistic boyfriend
(Franc Luz).
Seymour (Lee
Wilkot) soon discovers that his
beloved flytrap only thrives on
human blood. On the verge of
anemia himself, Seymour must
find another source of nourishment for his voracious and rapidly
growing Audrey II.
Catapulted to fame for his
botanical achievements, Seymour
starts looking better and better to
Audrey, who wistfully dreams of
leaving Skid Row for some place
green. Ellen Greene, hilarious as
the hopelessly inept Audrey,
transcends the silly love song Suddenly Seymourto demonstrate her
serious vocal prowess.
Seymour is hounded by agents,
producers, the press and ultimately a company that plans to pro- .

The program, mostly Schubert,
flanked by Hadyn and Strauss,
was of songs "written for the
home. " The Vienna evoked was
not the worldly, welcoming
cosmopolis with the international
appeal of a Strauss waltz, but the
oyerheated, overstuffed, overfed
coziness of a pipe-smoke-filled
room full of kinder and sentimental laughter over intimate, earthly
Austrian joys. This genre is not
easily entered into by a foreigner, .
and language is the least of the
barriers.
Austrian singers, "at home" in
the language and the everyday experience in which the songs are
based, could transcend the merely
chauvinistic to convey the universality of simple heartbside joys.
The accents affected by the

Americans tended to produce a
thick, ersatz-Viennese veneer;
these songs are so gemut ichkeit to
begin with, that to affect any kind
of manner in singing them is to
gild the schnitzel. We heard the
German, and we missed the lov.e.
The authenticity finally conveyed
was not that of a Viennese
salon-not one that Schubert
would be caught, even dead, inbut of a 19th century drawingroom full of "culture" -conscious
Americans.
The single Beethoven entry,
Soldier in a Foreign Land, profited by being (the one song) sung
in translation: it was beautiful.
The single Strauss selection,
Geschichten aus dem Wiener
Wald (Tales from, the Vienna
Woods) suffered the most from

By Steve Greenberg

duce countless clones of Audrey II
to grace the window sills of the entire world. Seymour must now
make the decision to <ave himself
or save the world!
Audrey II, in her full bloom,
resembles a land-locked Jaws. She
is expertly "manipulated" by
Martin P. Robinson and further
brought to life by the voice of Ron
Taylor. Despite the talents of the
entire cast and the often wonderful score by Alan Menken and
Howard Ashman, my heart
belonged to that carnivorous old
crocus.
Sci-fi and horror movie fans
certainly won't be surprised by the
play's climax but may be surprised
to leave the theater with a devious
grin that will be hard to wipe off.
Hurry down to the Orpheum to
see just how wildly this twisted little garden grows!
The Orpheum Theatre,
126 Znd A ve (at 8th St.),
Tues. -Fri: at 8,
Sat. at 7 & 10,
Sun. at 3 & 7:30.

being sung
In
the original.
Its seductive' orchestral tracery
transposed to M~. Beegle's
uninspired keyboard, what
melody remained was distended .
and its spirit oppressed by a thickand-fast verbiage only just within
reach of the singers. Relaxing as
the evening progressed, the singers
were absolutely "at home" with
their second and final encore, a
lovely Scottish ballad. I suggest
that if he truly aims at the aut hen.tic , Mr. Beegle , in future, will
not stray so - far from his own
tradition.
Remaining programs in the
series: "Voices of' Christmas, "
Tuesday, December 21 at 8pm and
14 Voices for Our Times, Tuesday,
~arch J at 8 pm, at A lice Tully
Hall. Tickets are $8.

f
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Oct. 21st· 22nd** 25th*

IJChariots of Fire"

Oct. 28th* 29th** Nov. I1th*
Nov. 4th* 5th** 8th*

Like
Old Times. "
NS e ems

"T-1·
..e.v C~ry +h·lng. . . S ex,
J.

__--1lC1iiiiiiiiiiIi
•

IlJlETHIS

B-u t

Were A:fraid to Ask."

-On the 29th of Oct.

Movies will be shown
in 4 SOUTH, of the 23rd
Street Building. -At the

*

Monday's & Thursday's at 5:30p.m.-Student Cente

**

Friday's at 1:00 & 3:00p.m.- Rm.114 24th Street.

regular time.

We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)

..c
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Volleyball Team enjoying Good S~ason under New Coach
.By Kerine Chang
.

."

•

··The more -the merrier, IS not
always true. This year's volleyball team which consists of only
eight players is doing better than
last year's thirteen member
squad.

, . *'

r·:t0.ili~~,,;;>,J 1

~1'

The Stateswomen are spiking hot.

Placement was important as
the team kept the ball near baselines, forcing their opponents to
dive and stretch, basically keeping them from volleying the ball
back, After a brief comeback by
Pratt. the Stateswomen finished
the game easily for the win.
The second game was .vicious'
as Baruch took a mere nine minutes to shut out the opposition
15-0. Baruch showed no mercy as
they kept the ball near the net
and spiked repeatedly. slamming
the vol leyb al l over the net and
down on the court. At least there
were no injuries in the game. To
finish up the series Baruch coasted to a win in the third game.
Pratt played well but it wasn't

Stateswornerr

Blank Pratt,
3-0
By Damian Begley

...
The Women's Volleyball team
is deadly. They played host to
Pratt on October 8 and simply
annihilated them. winning three
games to none. From the beginning the Baruch women were in
control; the three games took
only 44 minutes to complete. The
first of the best-of-five series
ended up 15-3 as Baruch ran up
the· first nine points.

The eight women started off
this season with 8 consecutive
wins. They have dominated' their
opponents who were victorious
over them last season. This includes USMMA, Medgar Evers,
and Mount Saint Vincent. Mount
Saint Vincent defeated the
Stateswomen by a score of 3-0
when both teams met last year.
The Baruchians also topped
Pratt, Lehman, S1. Francis College Southampton, and Elizabeth
Seton.
The women's success is largely
based on the fact that they have
acquired a new coach, Rene
Biourd, who is very experienced
at coaching volleyball, and also
the women's potential which is
becoming more developed. Their
only losses so far have been due
to tough scheduling. The same
day that they played and won
over Southampton, the women also played and lost to Dominican
11-15. On Friday the 15th, after
they were victorious in their

f

game against Elizabeth Seton,
the women again played and lost
to Molly 3-2. These losses could
be attributed to the fact that two
games in one night was too much
for- the women to handle.
But compared to last year's
season with a record .of 4 wins
and 15' losses, the Baruchians
have really started out on a positive track. They are happy with
their eight wins so far, but they
also realize that this is only the
beginning since they have 10 more
scheduled games in which to compete.
Coach Biourd is quite pleased
with the team's success, but
"they are not doing what I want
them to do," he commented. He
was even more upset after they
lost their first game to Molly and
Dominican.
Biourd commented that most
of his girls are doing •. pretty
well," including the team's two
new members, Yasmin Young
and Doris Ko. Although Biourd
thinks his team consists of basically good players, one reason
why he thinks that the women
are not playing too well is the
fact that most of the players do
not show up for practice. Most of
these women are either burdened
with school work or hold after
school jobs.
Besides the fact that only a

enough as Baruch saved its
strength for upcoming games.
However, the games did have
a bitter edge. Coach Rene Biourd
was not totally happy. with the
results. "I'm happy that we won,
but we did not play a strong
team. Pratt didn't test us. I'd be
more happy if we did this against
a stronger team." On the play of
the team in general the coach
commented: "They are edging
away from the fundamentals and
it could be dangerou s , Wins
aren't as im portant as playing
well fundamentally. The women
have to listen to me more." So
far they have listened well. The
Volleyball team is 7-2.

Intram.ural

Basketball
Continued from page 16
Guards D. Markman and Tolbert
Welks stymied the Butlers and
did not allow the m to get into
their offense. Weeks with long
range jump shots. and Markman
penetrating through the Butlers
zone defense kept the Butlers under 10 at the end of the first half;
the score was 20-7.
The Butlers had balanced rebounding by center Richard Nemard, bu t it was nullified by turnover-prone guard Alvin Emannuelle. Emanuelle shot poorly and
allowed the United Nations to run

small amount of girls show up at
practice, Biourd is willing to
coach and work with them since
they show a 'keen interest in the
sport. ••Volleyball is not a game
but a sport and to win you have
to be there,' Rene said. He would
like to see the women winning
the championship and then going
on to the Regional games. "If
they play the way I want them to
and come to practice, then they
will definitely make it to the
championship. " said Biourd.
The Stateswornen, if successful
in this season, may have a chance
to compete in the USVBA (United
States Volleyball Association)
tournament in May. Biourd stated that he would like to have a
team made up of the women who
are presently on this year's team
and others from outside-if possible-to continue to play and to
represent Baruch at the USVBA.
Being a retiree, Rene has am- '
pIe time to devote to the coaching of volleyball and would like to
continue instructing his players
after the season has ended. After
the season he would like to have
access to the gym two to three
times a week for practice since
he would like his proteges to
keep playing and practicing, so
that next year (May) they will be
ready to win the championship.
fast breaks. Bu tlers' offense was
headed by Benjamin Ludlow;
who scored 12 points.

The second half began with a
set shot by Dave Cohen. The Butlers had trouble keeping reserve
center Robert Maine out of the
three second violation lane and
did not get to score until three
minutes into the half. Rodwin
Watson got into the offense, but
went cold late in the second half.
D. Markman was fouled con-

stantly during the game and
more or less was at the foul line
for most of the second half. With
3:23 left in the game, United Nations commenced a stall and kept
the game under control.

VARSITY SPORTS
SOCCER

METRO
WLTPts
3 -0-1 7
Baruch
CCNY
2-0-1 5
Stonybrook 2-1-1 5
Hunter
1-1-1 3

CUNY
Baruch
CCNY
Hunter
S.I.

WLTPts
4-0-0 8
3 -0-1 7
2-1-1 5
2-2-0 4

Upcoming Schedule:
Wed. Oct. 27 vs. Dominican at
Home - 3:30
Sat. Oct. 30 vs. Staten Island at
Home - 12:00
Wed. Nov. 3 vs. Ramapo at Home
3:00
Home Field: Central Park North
Meadow.

BASKETBALL
Season opens with Medgar Evers,
Skidmore, Oneonta Classic' on Fri.
Nov. 19 and Sat. Nov. 20.

!
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SPORTS
The NBA Preview - Part I:

Milwaukee to buck Philadelphia for Eastern Crown
Philly to replace a team that won .
63 games last year but Boston
hasn't improved itself much since
the 1981-82 season. They acq uired Quinn Buckner from the
Bucks for Dave Cowens who unretired himself.

By Stuart Tannenbaum

On October 29, "the NBA will start another season of roundball.
In the off-season, the less-talented teams like the Cleveland Cavaliers and the Houston Rockets became weaker and the stronger
clubs added to their strengths as typified by the Los Angeles
.Lakers with the signing of their No. 1 pick in the draft, James
Worthy.
.
As the season goes along, many questions will be asked: Will
Moses Malone bring a championship to Philadelphia? Can Hubie
Brown turn the Knicks into a contender? Will rookie sensation
Dominque Wilkins. help Atlanta remove .Milwaukee from the top
spot of the Central Division?
to Houston for Moses Malone.
Any front court with Julius Erving and Malone is going to be
1~ Philadelphia 76ers
tough indeed.
Last year, the Sixers' loss to
With Maurice Cheeks and
the Lakers in the championship
Andrew Toney running the show
was caused by their erratic refor
the 76ers, they will definitely
bounding which ranked fourth
improve over last season and win
lowest in the NBA. An attempt to
60 or 62 games along with first
solve this problem was made by
place in the Atlantic Division.
Pilly owner Harold Katz, who

Any team that has Larry Bird.
Cedric Maxwell, and Robert Parrish will destroy some clubs. The
Celts have Kevin McHale. who is
a fine shooter. coming off the
bench. Boston's success lies in
the hands of Tiny Archibald who
separated his shoulder in the
Eastern Conference finals and
caused the Celts to lose a chance
for a championship.

Adantic Divison

shipped Darryl Dawkins to New
J ers.ey and traded Caldwell Jones

3. New York Knicks
In the off-season. the Knicks
made several drastic changes to
shake up the ball club. Red Holzman and his coaching staff were

2. Boston Celtics
It's going to be difficult for

fired as the team hired Hubie
Brown. who is building the team
around center Bill Cartwright, to
institu te a more strict system,
and Dave DeBusschere, vice
president in charge of player operations. The Knicks rid themselves of Maurice Lucas, who
went to Phoenix for Truck Robinson. Mike Newlin, Randy Smith,
and Campy Russell, who is out
with an injury.
Ernie Grunfeld and rookies
Trent Tucker and Ed Sherod will
take the pressure off of starters
Michael Richardson and Pau l
Westphal. Most importantly. if
the Kn icks can adapt to coach
Brown's new philosophy. then
New York will again have a team
to cheer about.

The Nets have a very young
team th is year which will be
prone to rookie mistakes. Guards
Sleepy Floyd and Jimmy Black
will help relieve Phil Ford. who
was acquired from K.C. for Ray
\Villiarns. and Otis Birdsong.
i\lso, N.J. traded for Darryl
Dawkins who will be counted on
to help Buck Williams and Albert
King under the boards. But too
many errors will doom the Nets
to fourth place.

There is no way that coach
Gene Shue can get good performances out of his players like
last year because in 1981-82.
there was pressure put on them
to play well and now they feel
secure withut anybody (owner)
pushing them.

Central Division
1. Milwaukee Bucks

The statesmem have their sl&hts on tile upcolDillg spring

..

se8SC)II.

A Successfull Fall For.Baseball
By Damian BeJtley

The Baruch Baseball team
'completed a .. successfu~" fall
schedule with a record of three
wins and four losses. Coach Michael Becker was optimistic about
the results, saying "as far as I'm
concerned it was a success. We
never played a fall schedule before. We played against teams
that were tough, teams we had
lost to last spring, and we won a
few games, Wins over St. Peter's
and Maritime were important as
these teams had manhandled the
Statesmen by healthy margins
last season."
John Moore, a new member of
the pitching staff, won two games
and looks to be the ace of the
staff next spring. Returning from
the spring are Jim McMahon,
who won the other game for Ba-

ruch, Co-Captains Darryl Donaldson (first base) and Mel Gumbs
(second base), Jose Bravo (center
field) is also back in the fold.
Coach Becker has good things to
say about the new players.
among them Roland Guiterrez
(on base 13 times in the seven
games). Vic Morales (handled
the catching duties very well),
Gabe Vasquez (solid at shortstop)
and Manny Soba (third base).
•'The defense and hitting are tremendously improved over last
season. We are a much better
team. But we still need pitchng,
it's or main problem." said the
coach.

-

Looking ahead. the Statesmen
hope to travel to North Carolina
during the Easter break and play
in a tournament there. As for the
spring baseball season, 15 games

are definitely scheduled with
another 13 to be added on. But
there will only be five league
games next season as Brooklyn
College has moved out of Division 3.
There are 23 players on the
roster but if you still want to play
for the team, practice will be in
the gym every Monday from 3 to
6 PM starting in November. All
are welcome. The team is also in
need of a manager. male or fe-male, for the spring season. A
knowledge of scorekee ping is
helpful.
In a predictive mood, Coach
Becker had this to say: £oWe
won't play over our heads, like
we did last season. The games
will be more competitive and·
therefore expect a big improvement over last year's record:'

3. Detroit Pistons
Detroit has a bunch of young
players, such as IsiahThomas,
John Long and Kelly Tripucka,
that are exciting to watch. Wichita State's Cliff Levingston and
Rice's Rickey Pierce were draftd
to hel p a depleted bench. With a
delinquent defense (20th) and a r
question at the center position,
the Pistons will do no better than
third.

4. New Jersey Nets

5. Washington Bullets

~"

son, who is not a team ban player and a bad influence off the
court.
If Dan Roundfield stays injuryfree and Tree Rollins can continue to block every shot possible, the Hawks can improve and
will again lead the league in defense (100.5).

Coach Don Nelson has added
veteran Dave Cowens to a team
that's loaded with talent. With
such great jump shooters as Brian Winters, Junior Bridgeman.
and Marques Johnson, Milwaukee will have another great season.
Sidney Moncrief will have to assume the leadership duties left
by the departure of Quinn Buckner to Boston. Rookie Paul Pressy out of Tulsa must perform well
for the Bucks to survive without
Buckner.
,With Milwaukee's elder statesman. Bob Lanier, having trouble
with his knees. shotblocker Alton
Lister and Cowens will get much
playing time. The Bucks have no
real weaknesses and will finally
get a chance to win a title this
year.

2. Atlanta Hawks
.lnjuries disrupted the Hawks
last season and they hope to get
back on-track with everyone
healthy this year. The Hawks
sport two fine 'rookie players:
Dominique Wilkins. who was abducted from Utah for John Drew
(the 'human shooting machine)
and Freeman Williams. and
Keith Edmonson, the 6-5 Purdue
all-around ball player. Coach
Kevin Loughery must blenc them
in successfully with Eddie J ohn-

4.Ckicago_BuUs
The Bulls have a new look this
year. They have traded Jerry
Sloan's No-Motion offense for a
running philosophy adapted by
new coach Paul Westhead.
Guards Reggie Theus and Quintin Dailey will be counted on for
starting the fast break and to lead
the team in assists.
In the off-season. Chicago acquired Mark Olberding and Dave
Corzine from San Antonio for the
aging Artis Gilmore. The Bulls
have too many new faces on their
club along with a new coach. This
situation will condemn them to
fou rth place.

.t;.Cleveland Cavaliers
The only factor that will keep
the Ca vs out of last place is the
play of rookie sensation John
Bagley. The rest are average and
they areri' t coached or managed
properly. Enough said.

6. Indiana Pacers

-

A team that gave all its money
to players close to retirement.
such as George McGinnis. Billy
Knight and Tom Owens. and not
to free agents Louis Orr. a star in
his first year, Johnny Davis and
Don Buse, will forever linger in
last place.

.~

Playoffs
In the quarterfinal round. the
Celtics will sweep the Nets in two
games and Atlanta will edge the
Knicks, 2-1. In the semifinals,
the Hawks' pesky style will frus-trate Milwaukee but the Bucks'
abundance of talent will be too
much for Atlanta and they will
win the series, 4-2. The traditional Philly-Boston matph-up will go
seven games with the 76ers winning the final game on a miraculous tip-in of a missed Erving
jump shot by Malone.
The Eastern Conference final
will be one which the fans won't ~
soon forget. It will be the third
straight year in which the 76ers
will meet the Bucks in the play. offs. After losing the first two
times. Milwaukee will finally be
prepared for 1>r. J. -but Malone
will cause problems for Lanier
and Lis ter. Moncrief and Marq ues Johnson will prove to be the
difference; the Bucks will win it
in seven.
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Statesm.en Shooting For CUNY and METRO Titles
was evenly contested, although
the coach said he expected a
much tougher game. The aggressive Baruch team opened the
scoring with another header goal
by Garfield Dilworth midway
through the first half. Not one to
fall behind, Hunter scored before
the half ended, tying the game at
1-1. It was in the second half that
Baruch exerted' its pressure. Peter Westernep who played an outstanding first half as goalie gave
way to Frank Trintini, who was
equally as impressive as he
blocked all the shots that came
his -way. Well into the second
half Baruch was awarded a penalty shot which Fabio Dehakis
slotted home for the winning
goal. The Baruch defense kept
the pressure on as time ran out,
giving the Statesmen a hardearned 2-1 victory.

By Damian Begley
.. At the beginning of the season I said this team had a good
shot at winning 10 games. We
are -Livi ng up to our expectations." That was how Coach Tony
Henry summed up the past few
games played by the Baruch
Statesmen Soccer team. Winning
their last three games, by a combined score of 12-3, the Statesmens' record now stands at ~1-2
and the CUNY title is just one
game away.
The major word connected to
the recent wins, which put Baruch's winning streak at four
games, is teamwork.. 'Tile team
is maturing beautifully. The
rookies are mixing well with the
returning players from last year's
squad. The cohesiveness on the
playing field is easy to see." is
the way the coach explai ned the
level of play.
Queens College came to Central Park on October 6 but should
have stayed home. They were
blown away by the Statesmen 7-0
in a game that was over almost
before it began. The team was
aggressive. not letting Queens
develop any type of garneplan.
The Baruch defense exploited the
weaknesses of the Queens sq uad
and just overpowered them.
Mark Yonker. the Statesrnens
leading scorer. set a Baruch record by scoring an amaz ing six
goals. He scored the only two
goals in the first half as Baruch
bided its time. setting Queens up
for the kill. In the second half
Yonker went w il d , scoring the
first three goals of the second
forty-five minute period and adding another goal late in the con-

.
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Rookie StaBley Barbot (with ball) and second-year starter Curtis Mitchell typify team's composition.

test. Team Captain Garfield Dilworth scored the remaining Baruch goal 011 a header. with an
assist going to Paul Norton.
Frank Trintini started as Goalie
but a bad break forced him out of
the game early. Peter Westernep
finished out the game by holding
Queens scoreless. Incidentally.
Yonker's six: goals may be a
METRO league record.
The next team scheduled was
John Jay. but a mix-up in the
scheduling of field permits forced
that game to be made up on November 5. York College hosted
the Statesmen on October 13.

Still feeling elated from their previous game scoring spree. the
team came back down to earth
with a 3-1 win that was not as
close as it may seem. •'The team
was definitely over-anx ious today." commented coach Henry.
, 'we had several missed opportunities to score but eventually
settled back and just let the game
take its course." That was not
too difficult as Baruch put the
pressure on right from the beginning of the match. It was a matter of time before York cracked
from the method of offense. Fabio
Dehakis and Gerrv Hibbert tallied

.0

once each in the opening half as
Baruch took a healthy 2-0 lead.
Dehakis rounded out the scoring
for the day with a second-half
goal.
A .. must" game against Hunter College took place on Saturday. October 16. The two most
formidable opponents for Baruch.
Hunter and CCNY. had played to
a t i'e a few days earlier. So Barue h had its work cut au t for
them. They would be facing a
most important team. as far a the
standings go. But the Statesmen
rose to the occasion. The game

The biggest hurdle of the season happens next Wednesday
when Baruch faces off against
CCNY. Coaeh Henry has called
the upcoming confrontation "the
whole season in this one game."
., If we win this game against
CCNY. and I'm confident that we

can. the CUNY title should be
ours.
The coach was also pleased to
report that his new players were
getting the job done. left defender Lance Davis and midfielders
Stanley Barbot, Mike Edwards
and Vladimir Cadet are all freshmen. rookies. and starters. They
have improved every game. according to the coach, and have
worked hard to justify the coach's
confidence in them.
See CUNY and .HETRO league standings on page 13

Intr-amur-al Basketball Gets Underway;
U.N.~ Crusaders Win Opening Rounds
B)" Joseph Fagan
The Intramural Basketball
Tournament officially began on
Thursdav. October 14. There are
15 teams participating. with one
game eliminations. The opening
games were Phi Kappa Theta vs.
the Crusaders. and The Butlers
vs. the United Nations.
In the first game. the Crusaders had a well- balanced ream.
Captain Chris Macleod. the
domineering center. COIl trolled
the boards with rebounding power forward Glenn Darby. At the
guard positions were Rodell
Spinks and Willie Martinez. who
ran the fast breaks to give the
Crusaders a commanding lead
early in the game.
Phi Kappa Theta was plagued
early in the game by turnovers.·
The ir offense was ce n tered
around scoring forward David

Chen. and pe n e tr a tin g guard
Jean Chin.
Chris MacLeod ignited the Crusaders offe nse. Defensively.
troubles arose when PKT' s David
Chen was around the basket. All
throughout the game his rebounding and scoring kept the game
from getting out of reach.
With 32 seconds remaining in
the first half. Chen scored a three
point play and made the halftime
score 33-24 in favor of the Crusaders.
The second half began with a
long range jump shot by Liv io
Cariello of PKT. which bounced
off the rim. Martinez then ran
the fast break to give the Crusaders a 12 point lead. AT 9:30,
Chen was fouled again for another 3 point play. After a series of
missed shots. Rodell Spinks ran
the Crusader fast break to make

the score 45-33. Jean Chin and
Willie Martinez exchanged jump
shots and the score was now 5437.

With 42 seconds remaining.
Chen made another 3 poi nt play.
but to no avail. The Crusaders
went on to win, 64-41. Chris MacLcod led the Crusaders with 16
points and commented on the
game:
"The game was fully enjoyable
and we plan to come back even
stronger." David Chen finished
with 20 points.
The second game was considered an upset. The Butlers were
favored to win. but abortively lost
to the United Nations. 31-18.
The Butlers seemed to have a
team of physical players. but
were no match fa? the speed and
agility of the United Nations.
Continued on page 13 col. 4
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